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IMPORTANT

product.

Handle the product with care and do not place it on an unstable cart, stand or table. The product may fall, causing 
serious damage to the product or individuals handling it.

Never use damp or spill liquid of any kind on the product and clean it only with a dry cloth.

Use the necessary care to avoid hearing damage when using the product at close distance and high sound pressure 
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Frequency Response

Impedance

Input Terminals

Woofer Type

Tweeter Type

Net Weight

W5i

88dB

 20W

 5” Polypropylene Cone

1” Mylar Tweeter

85mm

1.5kgs

W6i

88dB

30W

6” Polypropylene Cone

1” Mylar Tweeter

95mm

1.95kgs

W8i

88dB

40W

8” Polypropylene Cone

1” Mylar Tweeter

110mm

2.75kgs

100V

SPECIFICATIONS

E 
W

By syncrotek

Off-white

Cable Connection

80Hz- 20kHz 60Hz- 20kHz90Hz- 20kHz

275mm x 190mm250mm x 160mm 325mm x 220mm

280mm x 192mm x 75mm 310mm x223mm x 85mm 360mm x 256mm x 100mm

W5i W6i W8iSPECIFICATIONS



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

the intelligibility of speech. The in-wall speakers are built using a 1” Mylar dome Tweeter and a 
Polypropylene Woofer. The speaker’s front panel is built with high quality moulded ABS and equipped with 

The speaker power level is preset at 100V with the input connector at the back of the speaker, For the detail 

WARRANTY

requested to enjoy the warranty. To obtain the warranty service, the owner should contact the local 

-Improper handling, neglect or failure to operate the unit in compliance with the owner manual provided 
with the products.

warranty. 

or limit the buyer’s statutory rights provided by law in the country where used since the warranty laws and 

For more details of this warranty, please contact your local dealer.

2. Power transformer
and Input

3. Driver assembly
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4. Drivers assembly

6. Front grill cover

INSTALLATION

the appropriate model where the speaker will be installed. The edge of the hole must be a minimum of 12mm 

speaker into the opening in the ceiling. Tighten the clamps by turning the clamping screws clockwise. Do not 

quality of the speaker.
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plugged into the rear of the speaker. Wiring the input 

the picture.

ensure correct speaker polarity. In order to provide 
the best possible sound, all speakers in a system need 

with the same polarity. 

reversed from the others, that speaker’s movement 
will be out of phase with the other speakers. This 
results in a loss of low frequency response and will 

Cables connector
at the back of speaker

Front Drawing 

8. HF driver assembly

9. LF driver assembly
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Cable                       Power Level
                    W5i              W6i             W8i
100V          20W             30W            40W
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